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In the Intermediate Stage
It is in the second or transitional stage between the
early mainly oral stage and the middle stage that centres
its teaching round the reader, that the teacher will find
pictures, if suitably composed and used, of most
immediate service. Some hints accordingly are required
as to the kind of picture advisable and the use to which
it may be put.
The best picture for regular (as distinct from occa-
sional) class use is a large wall picture depicting common
scenes of Indian, not of English, life. The commoner
the things and doings which the picture portrays the
better—a village well, the inside of a town house or a
small cottage, a village school-room, a town street
scene, village or town shops, a railway station with a train
arriving, a post office, people bathing in a river, preparing
the morning meal, ploughing, sowing or reaping in the
field, playing in the field, playing in the school com-
pound, and so on.
Secondly, the picture should hit a convenient mean
between too much and too little detail. On the one hand,
the objects it portrays should stand out sufficiently
clearly to be easily visible to everyone in the class ;
on the other, there should be enough variety of object
and movement to provide vocabulary for a series of
lessons. This for reasons of financial economy. Con-
sequently there should be clear contrasts of light and
colour, and outline, while the scene should show plenty
of life and movement, and provide for groupings corres-
ponding conveniently with a division of topics for a lesson
series.
Pictures fulfilling these conditions are not, as far as
the writer knows, at present on the market, though at
least in one province a fairly suitable series is being
prepared.
Using the Picture
As regards use. A plan common in European class-
rooms is to associate the pictures with early lessons in a
reader, the wall picture, a small copy of which also
appears in the reader, providing a good deal of the
subject-matter for several lessons. By reference to the

